Acoustic phonons propagating parallel to the growth direction of a periodic superlattice composed of more than two different constituent layers are studied theoretically. We give general formulas for the phonon dispersion relation and the width ~v of frequency gaps existing at the center and boundary of the folded Brillouin zone. We also calculate the structure factor for phonons and find that B-function peaks corresponding to Bragg reflection have prefactors proportional to ~v. This relation can be used to explain the relative magnitude of transmission dips found at frequencies satisfying the Bragg condition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic-phonon propagation in periodic and quasiperiodic (Fibonacci) superlattices has been studied extensively both experimentallyl-5 and theoretically.6-1O Though superlattices consist typically of a periodic array of alternating layers, there has been a growing interest in those having more than two layers in a unit cell. Such multiconsistent superlattices have been proposed" and fabricated. 12 Phonons in an ideal, periodic super lattice are Bragg reflected when their wave number q parallel to the growth direction satisfies q = q m = m 1T / D, where m is an integer and D is the period of the superlattice. These wave numbers correspond to the center and boundary of the folded-Brillouin zone defined by -1T / D 5, q 5, 1T / D. At q =qm frequency gaps (phonon stop bands) in the dispersion relation are produced. 13 In a real superlattice with a finite number of periods, phonons in these frequency gaps have a finite transmission probability through the superlattice but large dips in transmission are predicted in general. 10 This phonon filtering effect of a superlattice has been observed experimentally both by phonon spectroscopyl,2,4 and by phonon imaging. 3 ,5,10 It is well known that the condition for Bragg reflection is determined by the relative magnitudes between the phonon wavelength and the length of a period. However, related effects on phonons due to Bragg reflection, such as the width of frequency gaps and magnitude of transmission dips, depend sensitively on the structure of the layers comprising the unit cell of a superlattice.
In the present work we shall study theoretically the acoustic phonons in superlattices with N layers (N ~ 2) per period. This study was motivated by the transmission rate shown in Fig. 1 , which is calculated for transverse acoustic (T A) phonons propagating normal to interfaces of a (OOl)-GaAs/ AlAs superlattice. 9 The superlattice assumed is a p-eriodic array AB AB. .. consisting of seven A [=(42-A GaAs) 07-A AlAs)] and seven B 38 [= (20-A GaAs) 07-A AlAs)] blocks, which is a periodic version of the Fibonacci superlattice fabricated by Merlin et al., 14 i.e., AB A AB AB A . .. . A simple question is why some of transmission dips (especially that corresponding to the fourth-order Bragg reflection) are small and some are large. In order to answer this kind of question we shall calculate the phonon dispersion relation and the structure factor for phonons in the general multilayer superlattice depicted in 
II. DISPERSION RELATION
We consider phonons with wave vectors perpendicular to interfaces. By assuming the decoupling among different phonon modes, we denote by Un and Sn the non vanishing components of phonon displacement and stress in nth layer with thickness d n (1 5, n 5, M. Explicitly, they are written as
where An and Bn are amplitudes, k n is the wave number, (i) is the angular frequency, and the acoustic impedance in the nth layer Zn =Pnvn' with Pn the mass density and vn the phonon phase velocity. Un and Sn should satisfy (a) the continuity condition at each interface and (b) an appropriate periodicity condition. Specifically, these conditions are given by (a) Wn[l~tdll=Wn+t[ltdll (15, n5, , (2) ( 3) where we have defined Wn(z)=( Un(z),Sn(z», D = ~~ = tdn is the period, and q is the superlattice wave number of phonons. These conditions provide 2N equations with respect to At-AN and Bt-B N . In order that they have a nontrivial solution, the determinant of 2N X 2N matrix consisting of the coefficients of An and B n (1 5, n 5, M should vanish. The phonon dispersion relation (i) versus q is obtained directly from this condition. The calculation is somewhat tedious but straightforward. The result can be written explicitly by introducing operators Q(O),Q~\),Q~2~, . .. , which operate on an arbitrary (}=I=n), Q~~ assigns l1m=l1n=-1 and l1j=l (j=l=m,n), and so on. With the use of these operators, the dispersion relation is l5
where 
In Fig. 3 Fig. 1 , respectively.
III. WIDTH OF FREQUENCY GAPS
Provided that all layers in a unit cell have acoustic impedances of the same order of magnitude, we can also derive a formula for the width of frequency gap by a perturbation calculation. By keeping terms up to second order in the difference of acoustic impedance we have from Eq. (4) 
2N [n~IZn ]COS(qD)= [n~I(Zn
This is the phonon frequency at the center of the mth band gap. Next, we assume that the magnitude of (BlJJ m IlJJ m )2 is the same order as E7j. Equating terms of the order of E7j in Eq. (6), we have
Applying this formula again to the four-layer GaAsl AlAs superlattice exemplified above, we obtain
The width of the mth frequency gap is AV m =BlJJ m 11T. In Table I we have tabulated up to m = 10 the gap width Av~act given exactly from the dispersion relation (5) and AV m obtained by the above formula (10). 
IV. STRUCTURE FACTOR
The effects on Bragg reflection of a multilayer structure in a unit cell are also understood by examining the structure factor of superlattices for phonons. For phonons with superlattice wave number q propagating normal to interfaces spaced by D, the interference of reflected phonons is described by the structure factor
The B-function peaks of S (q) mean that Bragg reflection (10) I occurs for phonons with q =qm' Here, we note that q is the wave number of a modulated plane wave propagating in a whole super lattice, independent of the detailed structure in a unit cell. The existence of multilayers in the unit cell causes extra reflections at their boundaries and gives additional phases to the structure factor.
This amounts to the modification S(q)-SN(q)=!N(q)S(q), where
and r n,n + I is the amplitude-reflection coefficient at the interface between nth and (n + 1 )th layers (for phonons impinging on the interface from the nth layer). Explicit expression for rn,n +1 is derived from Eqs. (1) and (2) as
n n +1 Here, we remark that Eq. (12) is derived by neglecting multiple phonon reflections [which add terms of the or- der of r!,n + I to Eq. (12)] and assuming perfect phonon transmission at interfaces except at the one from which phonons are reflected. This approximation is valid for most superlattices because 1 rn n + Irn + I n 1 = 1 rn n + I 12 , ,
«I and tn,n+ltn+I,n=I-lrn,n+11 "",I, where tn,n + I = 1 +rn,n + I is the amplitude transmiSSIOn coefficient. For example, at a (OOO-GaAsl AlAs interface 1 rGaAs,AIAs 1 2 =0.0082 for the TA mode and 0.0074 for the longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode. IS Thus the layered structure in a unit cell affects the relative strength of Bragg reflection but not the basic Bragg condition. Now, we calculate f Nat q =qm for which the structure factor is nonvanishing. In the lowest order in the difference of acoustic impedance we can put r n,n + I =En,n+1/2 and w=w m . Hence, after a bit of algebra as described in the Appendix we derive a simple equation
m where f N is related to Bw defined by Eq. (9) as IfN (qml!2=[m11'(&Wm/Wm)j2. (15) Thus, the modulation factor f N(qm) which determines the intensity of the mth Bragg reflection is proportional to the width of the corresponding gap in phonon dispersion relation. This establishes the close correlation between the magnitude of transmission dips in Fig. 1 and the width of frequency gaps shown in Fig. 3 , which was previously noted.
V. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have derived a formula for the dispersion relation of acoustic phonons propagating normal to the interfaces of multiconstituent superlattices. The formulation is exact in the context of continuum elasticity theory. The formula for the width of the frequency gap av in the dispersion relation is also derived from a perturbation calculation, and gives very accurate numerical values for the majority of superlattices. Our calculations also establish a close relationship between av and the interference effects of phonons reflected at different interfaces of constituent layers. We believe that these general results will be useful for comparison to future ex peri- 
where Zn +N =,Zn (1 ~ n ~N -1), Comparing (A3) with Eqs. (7) and (9), we establish Eq. (15), i.e.,
